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OCT
OBE
R

NOV
EMB
ER
User ID What is your main way of 

traveling along Blue Hill 
Avenue?

Why is this your 
preferred/primary way to 
get around?

What is your 
home zip code?

What are your ideas and desires 
for Blue Hill Ave?

1 Bus/train Do not own a car 2126 I would like to see a safe 
implemented.  As someone who 
bikes, I only use the Greenway.  I 
don't feel comfortable riding my bike 
on Blue Hill Avenue or any of the 
surrounding side streets.  
Fixing the sidewalks is a plus; I hope 
that there has been some testing 
done on the sidewalk ramps for 
drainage of the puddles that gathers 
after it rains.

2 Bus/train cheap 2121 I would not change  the Blue Hill Ave 
bus route, but crosswalk line painted 
and otherold  signs replaced.

3 Drive I would like to see separated bus 
lanes along with separated bike lanes 
and pedestrian walkways.  Please 
some greenery!   Trees and plantings 
and benches are desperately 
needed.  Also a plan for 
maintenance:  watering the greenery 
planted and litter pickup can make a 
huge difference in the way a street 
looks and is used.  Lighting at night
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4 Synchronize the traffic lights so that 
traffic can flow faster.  When one 
traffic light turns green, all traffic 
lights for at least a quarter mile or 
longer should turn green.  The left 
turning and right turning streets 
from/to Blue Hill Avenue should also 
be synchronized for efficiency.

Mattapan to Roxbury should be only 
10 minutes maximum.

5 Drive work extended hours and 
public transportation is not 
accessible

2131 to ensure that pedestrians can cross 
safely in grove hall with the median 
strip

6 Center bus lanes
7 Drive Bus 2126 A safe and well maintained roadway.  

It should be attractive and has shade.  
It should also be safe to cross.

8 Drive It’s a main strip from my 
house to  get to where i 
need to go.

2121 more greenery, trees, flowers  etc

safer place to walk, and drive

room to get around especially when 
driving, cannot look like American 
Legion Highway, that is a nightmare. 
Bike lanes aren’t really necessary, 
not many people use them.

more crosswalks would be nice

better roads so fixing potholes is a 
must

9 Drive Drive and bus 2126 Blue HillAve could use better lighten, 
crosswalk , Bus information, bus 
booths and benches. please try not to 
make the sidewalks so wide

10 Drive drive to zoo for work 2072 improve the traffic flow. more parking 
for the small businesses. planning for 
snow with particular focus on 
pedestrian safety. enhanced bus 
service to make it easier and more 
timely for riders.
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11 Walk I walk through Blue Hill Ave 
everyday to get to school. 
Then I take the Mattapan 
Trolley.

2186 My hopes for Blue Hill Ave is that the 
community and the City Hall will be in 
close communication throughout this 
entire process. Communication is 
essential, and if all parties are not on 
the same page this could lead to 
disaster. My hopes in terms of 
infrastructure change is that there will 
be a parallel parking options to 
minimize crashes.

12 Drive I work outside the city and it 
requires that I drive.

2124 I would be great if Blue Hill Ave could 
mirror the VFW Parkway cooridor that 
cuts throug Brookline, Newton and 
Hyde Park.  

Would also like to see it be more 
accessible to pedestrians.  There 
should be a way to strike a balance 
for pedestrian safey and 
beautification. 

13 Drive Long drive to work. I would 
have to change buses three 
times

More cross walks, not increase traffic, 
more lighting

14 Drive I drive for my job in and 
around the Boston area

2136 Cleaner streets and easier flow of 
traffic is my wish. Not sure it’s wide 
enough for bike lanes. I haven’t 
experienced any positive impact of 
the bike lane design on  columbus 
ave so im worried about 
implementation of that on blue hill 
ave

15 I don’t like the idea thatwas 
developed on Columbus Ave, and not 
for it on Blue Hill Ave.  Traffic is 
alreay congested and this will make it 
worse.  As a person who drives the 
City everyday, this will add time onto 
my commute and unfortunately I drive 
the City for my current employment 
and have no choice.  
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16 Drive The bus is slow and 
unreliable.  I drive to the 
Orange line.

I  would like to see the street have 
more trees and greenery.  I do not 
want cars to be forgotten in this work.  
Small businesses need support; they 
will need customers who can come 
from afar (in a car) .  I hope BHA 
below Grove Hall will be seen as a 
space that is narrow and needs to be 
supported as its specs are different 
than upper BHA.

17 Drive I find my car is the most 
comfortable for me. I find the 
M.B.T.A. unreliable un 
comfartable and I like my 
music as well plus I don't like 
crowds

I would like to see Blue Hill Ave be 
like J.P. Center Street plenty of 
stores that are not chained up at 
night also the street is always clean. 
At one time when I was growing up 
on Blue Hill Ave. in the50's you did 
not hae to go downtown for any thing! 
Everything you wanted was right on 
the Ave. Even Movie thearters ! do 
get my idea?

18 Drive Only afe and reliable. 2119 I want Blue hill Ave to continue to 
grow and thrive as a commercial 
space. Increase number of 
businesses and see folks from the 
neighborhood employed there.

19 open more lanes so traffic moves 
consider small business and parking

20 Drive Prefer train but typically 
drive everywhere, only use 
the train to work

2128 For the City and State to work 
together to find a way to make it safer 
and more enjoyable to navigate

21 Bike cycling when safe 2119 Ideas for the future of the ciy as seen 
by a intergenerational group of 
community.  Sl kthat everyones 
needs and wants can be properly 
addressed. 
a consistentt and clearly marked bike 
and  walking  lanes.

22 Drive Most of the time it is 
faster/easier to drive to 
certain places in/around 
Blue Hill Avenue.

2186 More spaces for artist to paint on. For 
example a empty wall in Blue Hill Ave 
to put community art on. (Or a local 
artist)

23 Drive It's my everday use of 
transportation to get around.

Have more trees along the sidewalks,

24 Walk 2136 To Mainatance two lanes, with an 
express lane for buses.

25 Drive Though I primarily drive on 
Blue Hill, I walk most other 
places and am very 
concerned about pedestrian 
safety 

2119 better infrastructure for all mode of 
transportation. making modes other 
than driving easier,safer, more 
affordable will benefit drivers too
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26 Drive It provides me with 
immediate access and I do 
not have to stand out in the 
weather. It is convenient for 
me

02126 - the speed definitely needs to 
be reduced in addition to 
syncronizing of the lights so that the 
flow is better. Some lights are shorter 
and others longer.  Pedestrian safety 
is paramount and must be 
addressed.

27 Drive Buses don’t run often after 
rush hours

2121 Have the police officers tickets the 
double park cars on Blue Hill Ave. 
Clean the streets often, fix the bumpy 
bumps on Blue Hill Ave.  Clean up 
the vacant lots and make it more 
attract with green space or make 
them open parking spaces.  

28 Bus/train Convenient. No access to a 
personal vehicle

2124 The Blue Hill Ave road way needs to 
be repaved. It is quite bumpy in 
different sections
Defintely more trees
Can empty lots  be used for parking? 
(No more liquor stores)

29 Bike lane, bike lane similar Columbus 
Ave, Egleston Square 

30 Bus/train I don’t have a car 2126 More benches, more time to cross 
streets, more parking in Mattapan 
Square, outside dining

31 Drive Easiest way for me with 
children

2126 minimize double parking

32 Drive i work there and travel frim 
randolph

2368 marked parking

33 Bike Healthy and environmentally 
friendly, and I hate having to 
driving in general.

2186 Protected bike lanes.
More trees / shade.
Traffic calming measures.

34 Drive car because I am using BHA 
from afar to somewhere afar.  
I use a bike when I’m going 
to somewhere near BHA.

2116 be successful at limiting all traffic to 
20mph.  Pay more attention to 
abutters and shops that/who line BHA

35 Drive 2121 improved traffic enforcement.  too 
many cars double and tripple parked 
along the roadway

36 Walk more reliable and more frequent bus 
transportation. lights are good 
crosswalks are good. I don't 
recommend a bike lane because 
there is parking on both sides. maybe 
a bike lane on warren which is mostly 
parallel to BHA
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37 Drive public transit when efficient, 
but most often i drive

2124 repave blue hill, create safer lanes of 
access for emergency vehicles to 
pass through traffic (center bus 
lanes), restructure timing of traffic 
signals (they seem to be the biggest 
issue for slowness of traffic), 
possibility of roundabouts at 
harvard/blue hill and other 
intersections.

38 Bike I prefer to ride my bicycle 
throughout Boston, including 
Mattapan.  It's the best way 
to see the city

2126 I walk and bike on Blue Hill Ave.  I 
would love to see wider sidewalks 
where businesses can open up to 
their customers to add some vibrancy 
to The Ave. I'd also like to see more 
bike parking.  Folks who bike and 
don't own a car have disposable 
income that can be used in 
businesses. I don't want to leave my 
neighborhood to get a cup of coffee!!

39 Bus/train Bike - It's fun and active. 2121 I would love to see the center-running 
bus lanes, separated bike lanes, and 
lots of trees.

40 Other the Ride
41 Drive That’s how my family and I 

get around
2126

42
43 Drive Driving 2120
44 Drive I use my car, unless I have 

to to to downtown boston.
45 Drive
46 Drive where I drive does not easily 

accommodate multiple 
shopping bags nor shopping 
cart.

2119

47 Bus/train Walking, bicycling 2128
48 Bike
49 Bus/train at the time I haven car 2126
50 Drive
51 Drive Convenience 2124
52 Drive bus or train 2143
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JANU
ARY
User ID What is your main way of 

traveling along Blue Hill 
Avenue?

Why is this your 
preferred/primary way to 
get around?

What is your 
home zip code?

Which potential benefits should be 
prioritized during engagement and 
planning?

When you travel on Blue Hill Ave, 
how many other people are typically 
in the same vehicle (car, bus, etc.) as 
you?

Which concerns 
should be prioritized 
during engagement 
and planning?

Are you 
interested in 
getting 
involved with 
future 
engagement 
activities for 
Blue Hill Ave?

1  1 Maybe
2 Safety for pedestrians;

Safety for people on bikes;
Faster, more reliable bus service

Increased car 
congestion/more traffic

Yes

3 Drive I commute to and from work 
from Attleboro

2703 Safety for pedestrians;
Safety for people on bikes

0 (I usually travel alone) Increased car 
congestion/more traffic;
Losing access to 
important places;
Increased rents and 
housing costs;
Negative impacts on 
small businesses

Yes

4 Bus/train I take the bus, subway or 
walk everywhere I go. I used 
to drive but not anymore 

2124 Safety for pedestrians;
Safety for people on bikes;
Faster, more reliable bus service;
More space for trees, benches, and 
other amenities

Increased rents and 
housing costs

5 Drive Safety for pedestrians;
More space for trees, benches, and 
other amenities

2 Increased car 
congestion/more traffic;
Losing access to 
important places;
Negative impacts on 
small businesses

Maybe

6 Drive It is hard to navigate by 
Public Transit coming from 
the South Shore

2301 Safety for pedestrians;
Faster, more reliable bus service;
More space for trees, benches, and 
other amenities

2 Increased car 
congestion/more traffic

Yes
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7 Drive As a senior walking caan be 
difficult to go distances

Safety for pedestrians;
More space for trees, benches, and 
other amenities;
My idea is not listed - I am typing 
mine in the chat

2 Increased car 
congestion/more traffic;
Negative impacts on 
small businesses

Yes

8 Drive Safety for pedestrians Increased car 
congestion/more traffic;
Negative impacts on 
small businesses

Yes

9  3 or more Yes
10 Safety for pedestrians;

Faster, more reliable bus service;
More space for trees, benches, and 
other amenities

1 Increased car 
congestion/more traffic;
Losing access to 
important places;
Increased rents and 
housing costs

Maybe

11 Drive car - safety
bus  walking takes too long 
to come

2125 Safety for pedestrians;
Faster, more reliable bus service

1 Increased car 
congestion/more traffic

Yes

12 Bus/train Safety for pedestrians Negative impacts on 
small businesses

13 Drive That is the best way 2121  2
14 Safety for pedestrians 1 Increased car 

congestion/more traffic
Maybe

15 I am not interested in seeing any 
changes

2 Increased car 
congestion/more traffic;
Losing access to 
important places;
Negative impacts on 
small businesses;
My idea is not listed - I 
am typing mine in the 
chat

Maybe

16 Drive It is more convenient and 
safer.

Safety for pedestrians;
Faster, more reliable bus service

0 (I usually travel alone) Losing access to 
important places;
Increased rents and 
housing costs;
Negative impacts on 
small businesses

Maybe

17 Bus/train I used all modes of getting 
around Blue Hill Avenue.

2126 Safety for pedestrians;
Safety for people on bikes;
Faster, more reliable bus service

3 or more Increased rents and 
housing costs

Yes

18 My idea is not listed - I am typing 
mine in the chat

0 (I usually travel alone) Negative impacts on 
small businesses

Maybe

19 Drive I’m usually coming from or 
going to the suburbs.

2116 My idea is not listed - I am typing 
mine in the chat

0 (I usually travel alone) Maybe
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20 Bike my main communte plus car 
pooling w/ friends & family

2119  1 Increased car 
congestion/more traffic;
Losing access to 
important places;
Increased rents and 
housing costs;
Negative impacts on 
small businesses

21 Safety for pedestrians;
Faster, more reliable bus service

1 Yes

22 Drive work More space for trees, benches, and 
other amenities

0 (I usually travel alone) Increased car 
congestion/more traffic

Yes

23 Bus/train I use it to & from church & to 
stop & shop

2126 More space for trees, benches, and 
other amenities

0 (I usually travel alone) Increased car 
congestion/more traffic

Yes

24 Drive Get to where I need to be 
quicker. Feel safer in my 
own transportation. 
Removes me from being in 
the elements too long.

Safety for pedestrians;
Safety for people on bikes;
Faster, more reliable bus service

0 (I usually travel alone) Increased car 
congestion/more traffic;
Losing access to 
important places;
Negative impacts on 
small businesses

Yes

25 Drive 2136 Safety for pedestrians;
My idea is not listed - I am typing 
mine in the chat

2 Increased car 
congestion/more traffic;
Negative impacts on 
small businesses

Yes

26 Drive Ease. Done with public 
transportation

Safety for pedestrians;
Safety for people on bikes;
Faster, more reliable bus service;
More space for trees, benches, and 
other amenities

1 Increased car 
congestion/more traffic;
Losing access to 
important places;
Increased rents and 
housing costs;
Negative impacts on 
small businesses

Yes

27 Bus/train I don’t drive so public 
transportation is the main 
way I get anywhere including 
Blue Hill Ave

2136 Safety for pedestrians 0 (I usually travel alone) Increased rents and 
housing costs

Maybe

28 Bus/train By choice and not driving 
personally

2121 Safety for pedestrians Increased car 
congestion/more traffic

29 Drive Car, Commuter Rail, Bus 2124 Safety for pedestrians;
Safety for people on bikes;
Faster, more reliable bus service;
More space for trees, benches, and 
other amenities;
My idea is not listed - I am typing 
mine in the chat

Increased car 
congestion/more traffic;
Losing access to 
important places;
Increased rents and 
housing costs;
Negative impacts on 
small businesses

Yes

30  3 or more
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31 Walk car 2124 Safety for pedestrians;
Safety for people on bikes;
More space for trees, benches, and 
other amenities

1 Increased car 
congestion/more traffic;
Losing access to 
important places

Yes

32 Bike exercise.  Don’t want to use 
car in city.

2116  Yes

33 Drive Car 2119 Safety for pedestrians;
More space for trees, benches, and 
other amenities;
My idea is not listed - I am typing 
mine in the chat

0 (I usually travel alone) Increased car 
congestion/more traffic;
Losing access to 
important places;
Increased rents and 
housing costs;
Negative impacts on 
small businesses;
My idea is not listed - I 
am typing mine in the 
chat

Yes

34 Drive  3 or more No
35 Bike fastest 2143 Safety for pedestrians;

Safety for people on bikes;
Faster, more reliable bus service;
More space for trees, benches, and 
other amenities

3 or more Increased rents and 
housing costs;
My idea is not listed - I 
am typing mine in the 
chat

Yes

36 Drive The T is unreliable. After the 
shutdown it seems the 
orange line has moved 
slower. I also commute from 
mattapan to Cambridge, it 
takes 1.25 hours to get 
there, by car it’s 30 minutes 

2126 More space for trees, benches, and 
other amenities

0 (I usually travel alone) Increased car 
congestion/more traffic;
My idea is not listed - I 
am typing mine in the 
chat

Yes

37 Drive Convenient mode of travel 2126 Faster, more reliable bus service 0 (I usually travel alone) Increased car 
congestion/more traffic;
I don't have many 
concerns

No

38 Drive  
39 Drive Driving is more expedient-- 

generally transporting older 
adult for appt or errands

Safety for pedestrians;
Faster, more reliable bus service;
More space for trees, benches, and 
other amenities;
I am not interested in seeing any 
changes

1 Increased car 
congestion/more traffic;
Losing access to 
important places;
Increased rents and 
housing costs;
Negative impacts on 
small businesses

40 Faster, more reliable bus service;
More space for trees, benches, and 
other amenities;
My idea is not listed - I am typing 
mine in the chat

0 (I usually travel alone) Increased car 
congestion/more traffic;
Negative impacts on 
small businesses;
My idea is not listed - I 
am typing mine in the 
chat
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41 Drive  
42  Losing access to 

important places;
Increased rents and 
housing costs;
Negative impacts on 
small businesses

Yes

43 Safety for pedestrians;
Safety for people on bikes;
Faster, more reliable bus service

2 Increased car 
congestion/more traffic;
Losing access to 
important places;
Increased rents and 
housing costs

Yes

44 Drive Safety for pedestrians;
Faster, more reliable bus service;
More space for trees, benches, and 
other amenities

Losing access to 
important places;
Increased rents and 
housing costs;
Negative impacts on 
small businesses

Yes

45 Drive Safety for pedestrians;
Safety for people on bikes;
Faster, more reliable bus service;
More space for trees, benches, and 
other amenities

1 Increased car 
congestion/more traffic

Yes

46 Safety for pedestrians Yes
47 Walk 2125 Safety for pedestrians;

Safety for people on bikes;
Faster, more reliable bus service;
More space for trees, benches, and 
other amenities

2 Increased car 
congestion/more traffic;
Increased rents and 
housing costs;
Negative impacts on 
small businesses

48 Bike It’s the fastest way to get 
around.

2126 Safety for pedestrians;
Safety for people on bikes;
Faster, more reliable bus service;
More space for trees, benches, and 
other amenities

1 I don't have many 
concerns

Yes

49 Drive drive 2121 More space for trees, benches, and 
other amenities

0 (I usually travel alone) Increased car 
congestion/more traffic

Yes

50 Safety for pedestrians;
Safety for people on bikes;
More space for trees, benches, and 
other amenities

1 Increased car 
congestion/more traffic;
Increased rents and 
housing costs
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51 Drive but i also take the bus and 
walk as well 02131

 1 Increased car 
congestion/more traffic;
Losing access to 
important places;
Negative impacts on 
small businesses;
My idea is not listed - I 
am typing mine in the 
chat

Yes

52 Walk  Negative impacts on 
small businesses

Yes

53 Drive Convenience, only way to 
commute to work

2126 Safety for pedestrians;
Faster, more reliable bus service;
More space for trees, benches, and 
other amenities

2 Increased car 
congestion/more traffic;
Losing access to 
important places;
Negative impacts on 
small businesses

Yes

54 Drive I have to go outside of my 
community to grocery shop 
and for other needs such a 
work, etc.

Safety for pedestrians 1 Increased car 
congestion/more traffic

Maybe

55 Safety for pedestrians;
Faster, more reliable bus service;
More space for trees, benches, and 
other amenities

0 (I usually travel alone) Increased car 
congestion/more traffic;
Increased rents and 
housing costs

Yes

56 Drive I am retired. Safety for pedestrians;
Faster, more reliable bus service

3 or more

57 Drive 2119  1 Increased car 
congestion/more traffic;
Losing access to 
important places;
Increased rents and 
housing costs;
Negative impacts on 
small businesses

Maybe

58 Bus/train Train 2128  
59 Drive More space for trees, benches, and 

other amenities
3 or more Losing access to 

important places
60 Bus/train no car 2121 Safety for pedestrians;

My idea is not listed - I am typing 
mine in the chat

1 Yes

61 Drive Because that is how I get to 
work. Plus I need my car for 
work.

Safety for pedestrians;
Faster, more reliable bus service;
More space for trees, benches, and 
other amenities

0 (I usually travel alone) Increased car 
congestion/more traffic;
Increased rents and 
housing costs;
Negative impacts on 
small businesses

Maybe

62 Faster, more reliable bus service 1 Increased car 
congestion/more traffic

Maybe
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63  2 Maybe
64 Safety for pedestrians 2 Increased rents and 

housing costs
65 Drive 2126 My idea is not listed - I am typing 

mine in the chat
1 Losing access to 

important places;
Negative impacts on 
small businesses

Maybe

66 Bus/train  
67 Drive driving 2121 Safety for pedestrians;

Faster, more reliable bus service
1 Increased car 

congestion/more traffic;
Losing access to 
important places;
Increased rents and 
housing costs;
Negative impacts on 
small businesses

Yes

68  3 or more Maybe
69 Drive more convenient 2445 Faster, more reliable bus service 1 Increased car 

congestion/more traffic
No

70 Bike It’s my preferred mode of 
transportation.

2119 Safety for pedestrians;
Safety for people on bikes;
Faster, more reliable bus service

0 (I usually travel alone) I don't have many 
concerns

71 Bike I ride a bicycle because it's 
the fast way for me to travel 
from Mattapan to Forest Hills 
or other places I need to 
travel to. I will often place my 
bike on the front of the bus.

2126 Faster, more reliable bus service Increased car 
congestion/more traffic

Yes

72 Safety for pedestrians;
Safety for people on bikes;
Faster, more reliable bus service;
My idea is not listed - I am typing 
mine in the chat

Increased car 
congestion/more traffic;
Losing access to 
important places;
Increased rents and 
housing costs;
Negative impacts on 
small businesses;
My idea is not listed - I 
am typing mine in the 
chat

73 Safety for pedestrians;
Safety for people on bikes;
Faster, more reliable bus service;
More space for trees, benches, and 
other amenities

My idea is not listed - I 
am typing mine in the 
chat

74 Safety for pedestrians 3 or more
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75 Safety for pedestrians;
Faster, more reliable bus service;
More space for trees, benches, and 
other amenities

Increased car 
congestion/more traffic;
Increased rents and 
housing costs;
Negative impacts on 
small businesses

76 Safety for pedestrians;
Safety for people on bikes;
More space for trees, benches, and 
other amenities

3 or more Increased car 
congestion/more traffic;
Losing access to 
important places

77  1
78  3 or more
79  2

FEBR
UAR
Y
User ID What is your main way of 

traveling along Blue Hill 
Avenue?

Why is this your 
preferred/primary way to 
get around?

What is your 
home zip code?

Please select your TOP 2 parking 
concerns:

Are you interested in getting 
involved with future engagement 
activities for Blue Hill Ave?

1 Drive 2126 Double parking;
Lack of parking enforcement

2 Bike Biking is good for climate 
change, a good way to 
exercise daily, and I get to 
see my neighbors. It’s also 
by far the fastest way to go 
anywhere in Roxbury, 
Dorchester and Mattapan

2121 Double parking;
Lack of parking enforcement

3 Walk Cars just aren’t an affordable 
way to travel anymore and 
their costs outweigh their 
value in a dense city

Double parking;
Lack of parking enforcement

4 I don't have parking concerns Yes
5 Drive Double parking;

Lack of parking enforcement
Yes

6 Commute for Attleboro Availability of parking (or lack 
thereof);
Double parking

Maybe
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7 Drive If I am traveling somewhere 
where I have parking set up 
for free and easy access I 
drive. Otherwise I use the 
bus.

2121 Availability of parking (or lack 
thereof);
Double parking

Maybe

8 Drive 2126 Availability of parking (or lack 
thereof);
Double parking

Yes

9 Drive 2124 Commuters parking from 9-5 along 
Blue Hill Ave;
Double parking;
Lack of parking enforcement

Yes

10 Drive Easiest way for me travel 
given health limitations

2125 Availability of parking (or lack 
thereof);
Lack of parking enforcement

Yes

11 Availability of parking (or lack 
thereof);
Double parking

Maybe

12 Availability of parking (or lack 
thereof);
Commuters parking from 9-5 along 
Blue Hill Ave

13 Drive The Bus is reliable. slow and 
crowd

2121

14 Yes
15 Drive Availability of parking (or lack 

thereof);
Double parking

Yes

16 Bike 2131 Double parking;
Lack of parking enforcement

No

17 Drive Duration of parking;
Double parking

Maybe

18 Drive usually need for where 
travelint.

2703 Availability of parking (or lack 
thereof);
Double parking

19 Availability of parking (or lack 
thereof);
Double parking

Yes

20 Drive I don't live near BHA just 
pass through from southern 
neighborhoods to downtown 
or airport

Double parking;
Lack of parking enforcement

No

21 Bus/train I don't have parking concerns
22 Drive i have a young family and 

work in the longwood 
medical area, so it's easiest 
to drive via car.

2121 Availability of parking (or lack 
thereof);
Double parking

Yes
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23 Drive Convenience 2124 Availability of parking (or lack 
thereof);
Double parking

Maybe

24 Maybe
25 Drive 2119 Availability of parking (or lack 

thereof);
Duration of parking

26 Drive Yes
27 Bus/train Bus, until more recently 

when I had to purchase a 
car. My office moved to 
Medford, which would be a 
bus a train and a bus

2124 Availability of parking (or lack 
thereof);
Double parking

Yes

28 Bike 2116
29 Maybe
30 Bus/train Commuters parking from 9-5 along 

Blue Hill Ave;
Double parking

31 Drive home and communities 
meetings

2126 Availability of parking (or lack 
thereof);
Double parking

Yes

32 Drive 2130 Duration of parking;
Double parking

Yes

33 I don't have parking concerns
34 Double parking
35 Drive Double parking;

Lack of parking enforcement
36 I don't have parking concerns
37 Walk Commuters parking from 9-5 along 

Blue Hill Ave
Yes

38 Drive i drive, walk and use public 
transit

2131 Availability of parking (or lack 
thereof);
Commuters parking from 9-5 along 
Blue Hill Ave

Yes

39 Yes
40 I don't have parking concerns Maybe
41 Yes
42 Drive 2125 Availability of parking (or lack 

thereof);
Commuters parking from 9-5 along 
Blue Hill Ave

43 Drive Disabled son
44 Drive Work 2126 Double parking;

Lack of parking enforcement
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45 Bus/train no car 2121 Availability of parking (or lack 
thereof);
Double parking

46 Drive convenience and safety 2126 Availability of parking (or lack 
thereof);
Duration of parking;
Double parking;
Lack of parking enforcement

47 Availability of parking (or lack 
thereof);
Duration of parking

48 Drive because it’s the dfastest way 
to get around

2126 Availability of parking (or lack 
thereof);
Double parking

Yes

49 Other I can talk the bus/train or 
soemtiomes drive

2126 Availability of parking (or lack 
thereof);
Duration of parking;
Commuters parking from 9-5 along 
Blue Hill Ave;
Double parking;
Lack of parking enforcement

Yes

50 Bus/train 2131 Yes
51 Bike/train Mosly by Bus and 

sometimes Driving.
2126 Double parking

52 Yes
53 Drive
54 Bike reliable, fast, active, 

affordable. (not safe though). 
we do bike with kids

2119 Double parking;
Lack of parking enforcement

Maybe

55 Bus/train Only thing I can afford 2134 Availability of parking (or lack 
thereof);
Commuters parking from 9-5 along 
Blue Hill Ave

Yes

MAR
CH
User ID What is your main way of 

traveling along Blue Hill 
Avenue?

Why is this your 
preferred/primary way to 
get around?

What is your 
home zip code?

Are you interested in getting 
involved with future engagement 
activities for Blue Hill Ave?

1 Bus/train It’s most convenient and I’m 
usually traveling further than 
I’d like to walk or have time 
to walk.

2124 Yes

2 Bike bike or bus Yes
3 Drive from out of the city 2301 Yes
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4 Drive Living in the neighborhood 
and as a senior driving is 
asier. If there is no parking 
available I go to another 
neighborhood.

Yes

5 Bus/train 2126
6 Bus/train
7 Bus/train No car 2121
8 Bus/train
9 Bike No

10 Drive Public transport is not 
accessible or fast enough for 
my daily life.

2126 Yes

11 Drive I'm retired, however when i 
was working I took the T-
orange line & i was 
disappointed all the time, 
because it was always late...

No

12 Drive I am traveling through 
Mattapan driving from I-93 to 
Jamaica Plain

2131 No

13 Drive
14 Drive drive 2121
15 Bike Lower risk of hurting 

someone, cheaper, fun, 
faster

2135 Yes

16 Drive Car 2136 Maybe
17 Bus/train I don’t own a car and it isn’t 

safe enough to bike down 
blue hill avenue

2445 Maybe

18 Bus/train I DON'T DRIVE Maybe
19 Drive 2124 Yes
20 Drive
21 Drive It is the quickest way to drive 

my daughter to school every 
week day

2126 Maybe

22 Bus/train dont drive 2124 Maybe
23 Drive
24 Drive convenient, reliable 2119
25 Drive I prefer to bike but it is too 

intimidating
2124
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26 Drive the other options of biking 
and public transit are either 
dangerous or unreliable.  
Would be nice if it were 
different

2130 Yes

27 Drive i drive, walk and take the 
bus along bha

2131 Yes

28 Bus/train Maybe
29 Bus/train
30 Drive Bus is too slow and timing is 

unreliable
31 Bus/train 2118 Yes
32 Drive
33 Drive It’s far more convenient for 

me and the things that I 
need to get done

2126 Maybe

34 Drive most convenient and public 
transportation is unreliable

2126

35 Drive To take my children and 
appointment. Bus and train 
to one of my child school no 
parking.

No

36 Drive
37 Walk Too scary to bike and I don’t 

own a car
38 Bike It's more reliable than public 

transit right now
2125 Maybe

39 Bus/train it easy for me. 2131 Maybe
40 Bus/train Yes
41 Drive Because I use ride share 

because transit is not 
reliable.

No

42 Bus/train I use the bus and my car 
about the same. 

I have been using public 
transportation for over 13yrs 
until I recently purchased a 
car. 

I am slowly getting used to 
driving

2124 Yes

43 Maybe
44 Yes
45 Yes
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46 Yes
47 Yes
48 No
49 Yes
50 Yes

APRI
L
User ID What is your main way of 

traveling along Blue Hill 
Avenue?

Why is this your 
preferred/primary way to 
get around?

What is your 
home zip code?

What would you like to see more of 
on Blue Hill Ave? [please select up 
to 4]

Are you interested in getting 
involved with future engagement 
activities for Blue Hill Ave?

1 Light fixtures;
Trees and other greenery;
Plaques featuring neighborhood 
history;
Public art

Maybe

2 Bus/train
3 Drive 2301 Maybe
4 Drive I’m 77 years old and I don’t 

like riding the bus.
2126 Light fixtures;

Trees and other greenery;
Trash cans;
Plaques featuring neighborhood 
history;
Public art;
Real-time bus arrival signs

Maybe

5 Drive Too afraid to walk, age, 
convenient, feel more safe

2125 Light fixtures;
Seating;
Public art;
Real-time bus arrival signs

Yes

6 Drive Its quick and less hassle 
except for traffic hours.

2121 Light fixtures;
Trees and other greenery;
Plaques featuring neighborhood 
history;
Real-time bus arrival signs

Maybe

7 Bus/train Seating;
Trees and other greenery;
Public art;
Real-time bus arrival signs

Yes

8 Drive I use to take the bus, but it 
was always late, train on 
orange line had problems 
too.

zipe code 02136

2136 Light fixtures;
Trash cans;
Public art;
Real-time bus arrival signs

No
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9 Drive Car 2126
10 Bus/train Easier to get around I live in 

02130
2130

11 Drive For me it is faster, sa. 
02126fer, direct to where I 
need to be. No lingering in 
weather

2126 Light fixtures;
Seating;
Trees and other greenery;
Plaques featuring neighborhood 
history

12 Bus/train I don't drive Plaques featuring neighborhood 
history;
Public art;
Real-time bus arrival signs;
Outdoor games

Maybe

13 Bus/train
14 Drive Visiting homes 2119 Trees and other greenery;

Trash cans;
Real-time bus arrival signs

Yes

15 Drive
16 Bus/train bus/train/walk 2124 Seating;

Trees and other greenery;
Trash cans;
Real-time bus arrival signs

Maybe

17 Bike I try to trvel in Boston by bike 
wheneverr ossible.

2116 Trees and other greenery;
Real-time bus arrival signs

18 Drive safety, to be punctual, 2119 Light fixtures;
Trees and other greenery;
Plaques featuring neighborhood 
history

Yes

19 Bus/train I also walk, ride my bike and 
take public transport 

2126 Light fixtures;
Trees and other greenery;
Trash cans;
Plaques featuring neighborhood 
history;
Public art;
Real-time bus arrival signs

Yes

20 Drive I prefer to bike but it is too 
hostile

2124 Seating;
Plaques featuring neighborhood 
history;
Public art;
Real-time bus arrival signs;
Outdoor games

21 Drive public transport is not 
adequate from JP and biking 
is not safe enough.   02130 
zip code

22 Drive i also take the bus and walk Light fixtures;
Trees and other greenery;
Trash cans;
Other (please write in the chat)

Maybe
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23 Drive I do not prefer to take the 
bus

2121 Maybe

24 Walk Trash cans Yes
25 Bike Most reliable and often 

fastest way to get around.
Light fixtures;
Trees and other greenery;
Real-time bus arrival signs;
Outdoor games

Maybe

26 Drive I have a car 2130
27 Bus/train Maybe
28 Drive driving to to visit my sick 

aunt
2169 Light fixtures;

Seating;
Trash cans;
Real-time bus arrival signs

Yes

29 Drive work is not convenient by 
train/bus

Seating;
Trash cans;
Public art;
Real-time bus arrival signs

30 Drive Light fixtures;
Seating;
Trees and other greenery;
Public art

Yes

31 Drive 2124 Light fixtures;
Seating;
Trash cans

32 Bike for me, its the quickest way 
to get to jamaica plain from 
dorchester

2124 Light fixtures;
Seating;
Trees and other greenery;
Trash cans;
Plaques featuring neighborhood 
history;
Public art;
Real-time bus arrival signs;
Outdoor games

33 Bus/train Car 2124 Light fixtures;
Trees and other greenery;
Trash cans;
Plaques featuring neighborhood 
history;
Real-time bus arrival signs;
Outdoor games

Yes

34 Bus/train drive 2124 Light fixtures;
Trash cans;
Plaques featuring neighborhood 
history;
Real-time bus arrival signs

Yes
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35 Bus/train Light fixtures;
Seating;
Trees and other greenery;
Trash cans;
Public art;
Real-time bus arrival signs;
Outdoor games

Yes

36 Light fixtures;
Trash cans;
Public art;
Real-time bus arrival signs

37 Seating;
Plaques featuring neighborhood 
history;
Real-time bus arrival signs

38 Light fixtures;
Seating;
Trees and other greenery;
Trash cans;
Plaques featuring neighborhood 
history;
Real-time bus arrival signs

Yes

39 Trees and other greenery;
Trash cans;
Public art;
Real-time bus arrival signs

40 Trees and other greenery;
Other (please write in the chat)

Yes

41 Yes
42 Light fixtures;

Seating;
Trees and other greenery;
Trash cans;
Plaques featuring neighborhood 
history;
Public art;
Real-time bus arrival signs;
Outdoor games

Yes

43 Seating;
Trees and other greenery;
Trash cans;
Public art

Maybe

44 Yes
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45 Light fixtures;
Seating;
Trees and other greenery;
Trash cans;
Plaques featuring neighborhood 
history;
Public art;
Real-time bus arrival signs;
Outdoor games

Yes

46 Light fixtures;
Trees and other greenery;
Plaques featuring neighborhood 
history;
Public art

47 Maybe
48 Yes
49 Light fixtures;

Seating;
Trees and other greenery;
Trash cans;
Plaques featuring neighborhood 
history;
Public art;
Real-time bus arrival signs

50 Light fixtures;
Seating;
Trees and other greenery;
Public art

Yes

51 Real-time bus arrival signs Yes
52
53 Light fixtures;

Seating;
Trees and other greenery;
Trash cans;
Plaques featuring neighborhood 
history;
Public art;
Real-time bus arrival signs;
Outdoor games

Yes

54
55 Light fixtures;

Seating;
Trash cans;
Plaques featuring neighborhood 
history

Maybe

56 Yes
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57 Light fixtures;
Trees and other greenery;
Trash cans;
Plaques featuring neighborhood 
history

Yes

58 Light fixtures;
Trash cans;
Plaques featuring neighborhood 
history;
Real-time bus arrival signs;
Outdoor games

MAY
User ID What is your main way of 

traveling along Blue Hill 
Avenue?

Why is this your 
preferred/primary way to 
get around?

What is your 
home zip code?

To what degree do these metrics 
reflect your interets and design 
questions?

Are you interested in getting 
involved with future engagement 
activities for Blue Hill Ave?

1 Bus/train Its the most convenient for 
me right now.

2124 Somewhat reflect

2 Drive Strongly reflect
3 Drive Distance to work and 

unreliability of public transit
2126 Somewhat do not reflect Maybe

4 Drive safer, have limited mobility 2125
5 Bus/train No car 2121 Somewhat reflect
6 Drive Children, Safety and shorter 

commute 
2126 Somewhat do not reflect

7 Drive Retired... I use to take  bus, 
train, & car

Somewhat do not reflect No

8 Bus/train I do not drive Somewhat reflect Yes
9 Bike 2130

10 Bus/train I don't drive
11 Drive bus takes too long Strongly reflect
12 Drive Most convient for me. 2119 Strongly reflect Maybe
13 Drive
14 Bus/train Bus 2121 Somewhat reflect Yes
15 Bus/train Somewhat reflect Yes
16 Drive Reliability 2119
17 Drive Car Somewhat reflect Maybe
18 Bus/train Neutral
19 Walk Somewhat reflect Maybe
20 Walk i prefer to walk to the square Somewhat reflect
21 Drive also take bus and walk 2131 Yes
22 Drive by choice Neutral
23 Bus/train walking, taking the bus 2118 Neutral Yes
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24 Bus/train not driving.
25 Drive convenience, efficiency, 

children in my family
2124 Somewhat reflect

26 Drive convenience Somewhat reflect Maybe
27 Bus/train It's most energy efficient. I 

don't own a car. I work and 
live in walking distance.

2121 Strongly reflect Maybe

28 Yes
29 Yes
30 Strongly reflect Maybe
31 Neutral
32 Somewhat reflect
33 Neutral
34 Strongly reflect Yes
35 Somewhat reflect Maybe
36 Somewhat do not reflect Yes
37 Strongly reflect Maybe
38 Yes

JUNE
User ID What is your main way of 

traveling along Blue Hill 
Avenue?

Why is this your 
preferred/primary way to 
get around?

What is your 
home zip code?

What questions do you have about 
this project?

1 Drive commute to work 2703
2 Bus/train for fun no Is there any consideration of either 

extendinf the SL4 and SL5 here or 
building a light/heavy rail on this 
route?

3 Drive Fastest way of getting from 
point A to point B, and being 
able to pivot if must.

Statement ... the busses may get 
from Mattapan to Grove Hall in 15 
minutes, that is great, but the travel 
time for the motorist will increase.

4 Drive Safest for me as a senior 2125 So what I am understanding is that 
the city gets the final decision on 
what happens. So although we have 
gone through this process, our 
concerns might not be considered 
because the city will decide.

5 Bus/train
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6 Bike Use of Blue Bikes (or my 
own bikes) is always my first 
transportation choice.

2114

7 Walk
8 Drive Driving 2119 Why have these changes taken so 

long for us?
9 Drive Main Route to get to 

Downtown Boston
10 Drive
11 Drive I come into Dorchester from 

Stoughton and have for over 
40 years

12 Bus/train I frequently take the 45 to 
work. I also drive, but never 
to work.

2125 I support the multimodal plan. Drivers 
are scared tho. Has the city 
conducted traffic studies to look at 
how motor vehicle traffic flows would 
change under this plan? If so, what 
do they say?

13 Drive Most reliable mode Where are the survey responses we 
asked for at the May meeting?

14 Walk It’s the easiest way for me 
even though I could ride my 
bike and drive as well

2126 How much of the communities input 
will really be considered?

15 Drive picking up and drop off older 
adult for errands and appts 
due to inconvenient timing 
and transfer using medical 
apparatus

2119

16 Drive The main group of stores is 
in Mattapan Sq.  I travel 
there from Roxbury and 
drive.

2119 Please have people give their 
addresses. We have heard from 
residents that they are concerned 
about access to jobs, businesses and 
apartments.  Some of the excited 
proponents do not live here.  

17 Other
18 Bus/train I don’t have a car 2121
19 Walk I live off CummingsHwy. I 

prefer to walk than drive.
20 Bike Fastest way 2126
21 Drive also bus and walk 2131 blue hill ave is more narrow in grove 

hall and has congested intersections, 
your proposals will add to the traffic 
on the adjacent streets

22 Bus/train bus. 2121 How would you actually put the bus 
lane up?

23 Bus/train
24 Drive Car 2126
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25 Drive Safety, time saver. Multiple 
stops throughout the city 
during the day.

2126

26 Drive mobility 2124 have u dont models and simulations 
nd wats results

27 Is there a coordination between the 
MBTA and BPS regarding double 
parking?

28 I have a concern about parking. What 
will happen to parking spaces on 
Blue Hill? Will there be a large 
decrease in spaces? I am concerned 
about people not being able to park 
close to their homes

29 no questions. I honestly feel there is 
alot of other things we should fix on 
the road and with traffic before we 
disrupt people lives with center bus 
lanes that will make traffic worst and 
not better

30 Will there be any additional things 
done for street parking if the center 
bus lanes are put in?

31 not a question just a suggestion, I 
would be nice if they had a rapid bus 
lane

JULY
User ID What is your main way of 

traveling along Blue Hill 
Avenue?

Why is this your 
preferred/primary way to 
get around?

What is your 
home zip code?

What questions do you have about 
this project?

1 Other I skateboard through this 
area because it is fast and I 
don’t know the area well.

2115

2 Drive Drive 2119
3 Bus/train It’s cheaper 2126
4 Drive Feel safer, unable to  walk  

long distances
2125 How will the data be weighed in the 

decision making. For example, bus, 
walkers, drivers, bikers  have their 
own opinion. what group or groups 
will be given more weight/priority. 

5 Drive Shopping needs vehicle 2121
6 Drive I am able to get where I am 

going in a decent time.
2121 How is this project going to be 

different from Jackson Square? How 
are you going to address the 
pparking situation?
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7 Bus/train Bus/Train or Uber
8 Walk mbta 2128
9 Bus/train DIDT HAVA A CAR IST GOING TO HELP US ALL OR 

THE PEOPLE MOVING IN 
BOSTON,,YOU DIDT CAR ABOUT 
BLACK PEOPLE BE FORE

10 Drive
11 Drive 2128
12 Bus/train I do not drive personally......

accept for work.
13 Drive
14 Drive reliable 2119
15 Drive convenience 2760
16 Drive Why are you proposing a project that 

will disrupt the quality of in the 
community when a simple fix would 
be to enforcing the motor vehicle 
laws?

17 Walk Will there be phone charging 
ports/stations?

18 Bus/train No vehicle 2125
19 Drive also bus and walk 2131 how difficult for seniors to cross the 

street to middle lane stops especially 
those seniors who have problems 
accessing these virtual meetings and 
difficulties of school pick up and drop 
offs

20 Drive I live in Hyde Park. 02136 that fact that it's going to make matter 
worst once they reduce the land 
down.

21 Drive Driving 2119
22 Drive Drive 2125
23 Drive 2126
24 Bus/train no car 2121 i still can not understand why this 

program thinks buses in the middle is 
safer, i still dont like it. i have been 
apart of a couple of these zooms. as 
well as i still dont understand the 
parking UGH

25 Bus/train i do not drive 2131 none at this time thanks
26 Drive Family travel 2124 Will there be different objectives for 

the different sections of BHA? For 
instance, is there a different objective 
for the corridor from Mattapan Square 
to Columbus than that from Grove 
Hall onward?
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27 Drive Privacy and independence 2124 What could possibly stop this 
massive project?

28 Drive Family commute route is 
condensed from traveling by 
car. Only go downtoen by 
MBTA.

2124 How are you tracking the response 
demographic captured along the 
corridor?
How are your reassuring the current 
demo their needs are being 
considered/implemented?
Will there be sessions for feedback

29 Drive drive or.walk
30 Are some of the main reasons for this 

project to encourage more carpooling 
so as to have fewer cars on the road 
and create 15-minute towns for 
greater accessibility to the things that 
people need?

31 How many auto users will switch to a 
bus/train as a result of changes 
suggested by the Blue Hill Ave 
project? There may be different ways 
of asking this question.

32 How involved are we actually going to 
be able to participate in?  Will are 
input really be concerned?

33 how long does this take
34 safe streets mean what to the state  

and in school area's.???
35 will the safety be ensured like some 

type of security.  being in a 
wheelchair it makes me nervous with 
drunks around.


